Revolutionize Estimating, Planning & Prepress Processes

Determine your best estimated manufacturing strategy, eliminate errors, and dramatically reduce times in your overall estimating, planning and prepress processes.

**EFI Metrix**

EFI Metrix® is an industry-leading award-winning job planning engine that transforms big data into actionable data in the most proven end-to-end integrated solution with a holistic view into manufacturing.

- Data-driven decision-making is central to Metrix ensuring uniformity, efficiency, error-free intelligent planning and imposition across the entire enterprise
- With cutting edge graphical representations of products, Metrix provides an unprecedented user experience backed by a central intelligent database that allows even the most inexperienced planner or prepress employee to plan like a pro

**EFI Monarch Foundation**

Printing industry leaders rely on the EFI Monarch™ Management Information System (MIS) to facilitate the collection and integration of information in the office and production floor for more automated, efficient, and profitable business management.

- Acquire new jobs and system information with eCommerce, mobile CRM and online portals
- Manage your entire workflow from estimating and planning through final invoicing
- Prepare jobs with flexible planning software, industry-leading prepress and Fiery integration
- Produce jobs with higher efficiency, optimized resource utilization and improved visibility
EFI Metrix & EFI Monarch Foundation

**Overview**

The Metrix Monarch Foundation integration introduces a smarter approach to planning and prepress.

- Metrix enables Monarch Foundation customers to expand their investment to a complete workflow, eliminating errors, streamlining processes, optimizing manufacturing, lowering costs and improving quality.
- The connection from Monarch Foundation to Metrix ensures your job processing will be fast, accurate, offer better cost options, and ultimately provide greater profit margins for your organization.

**Reduce Steps and Errors in your Processes**

- Eliminate redundant manual efforts in pre-planning and reduce the time spent finalizing the best manufacturing strategy in your estimating process.
- With Foundation connected to Metrix, Jobs can flow directly to prepress, where your team can submit for platemaking or device output within seconds.

**Key Benefits**

- Dramatically reduces time in your overall planning and prepress processes.
- Bring consistency to manufacturing and reduce time in post-press process including cutting, folding, binding.
- Helps produce accurate estimates that convert to job production with the most cost effective options.
- Mitigates errors during the planning process through system automation.
- Maximizes job profitability margins by cutting times and costs.
- Shares information quickly, accurately and securely.

To view more information, please visit the link to a short movie:
http://70.90.178.94/EFI/Foundation_Connection/DL-Foundation_to_Metrix-Quick-02.04.15.zip

EFI fuels success.

From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.